Expert PLM
Data Migration

More than a decade of successful migrations have given us the experience to
conduct them predictably and efficiently, ensuring that your critical product data
is moved to a new PLM system with maximum quality and usability.

Extensive experience with data migration
Tools for profiling data and executing migrations
Tiered service options based on migration support needs
Products & training available for customer-led migrations

Key Highlights
Extensive
experience with
data migration

Identify issues
early

Load as much
data as possible

Load with target
system software

Validate early,
validate often

plm@birlasoft.com

Choose migration options that work for you
Birlasoft offers entire migration delivery or the choice of phases where
support is needed most.

CAD Source System
(Including but not limited to)
File System

MatrixOne

Evaluation

Windchill

PDMWorks

We recommend a migration strategy based on project scope,
migration requirements, risks, and assumptions

Pro/INTRALINK

ProductCenter

Teamcenter

PDMLink

SmarTeam

Home-Grown
Systems

Assessment
Extraction - Data extraction process defined and executed
Analysis - Source data examined, data transformations defined
Profile - Missing, conflicting, inconsistent data identified by
Birlasoft Profiler
Proof of Concept - Sample dataset migrated, issues identified
and resolved

Execution
Migration - After multiple rehearsals, data is migrated to target
system.
Validation - Completeness, correctness and usability of migrated
data verified

Post Migration
Birlasoft remains on-call to investigate issues and determine
resolutions, with the option of complete Application
Managed Service support.

Data Types
(Including but not limited to)
CAD

Non-CAD

CATIA

Parts

SolidWorks

Bills of Materials

AutoCAD

Change Data

Creo
Elements/Pro

MS Office

NX (Unigraphics)

Viewables

Inventor

…and many more
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Enterprise to the Power of Digital

TM

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for
customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by
helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000
engineers, is committed to continuing our 150 year heritage of building sustainable communities.
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